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Library to receive expert advice on how to
transform second floor
From the SWAT Team of Library Transformers
By Haley Behre

BELMAR — The “SWAT Team of Library Transformers” will soon be giving their expert advice to help a Belmar
Public Library project come to fruition.

The SWAT team was created and is funded by the NJ State Library on the recommendation of the State
Librarian’s Blue Ribbon Task Force on the Future of Libraries. The team consists of an expertise group of
librarians who addressed space challenges at their own libraries and helped transform the interior of their own
libraries to better serve customers.

Now, the team assists libraries with their transformation projects.

Four libraries, one being the Belmar Public Library, were selected to be helped by the program by submitting
an application, detailing their needs and transformation goals. The libraries also had to commit $5,000 towards
the transformation.

In Belmar, the transformation project will seek to make the second floor more appealing to visitors by setting
apart the children’s section and finding space on the adult side for comfortable seating.

The library originally intended the transformation project to be for the lower level,
which is a media and learning center that was destroyed by Sandy.

The lower level had since been repaired— that is until the recent flooding. A recent
heavy rain event caused the library’s lower level to flood, once again.

Since the lower level is still out of commission, the library chose to refocus their
project on the second floor.

Rosemarie Korbelak, the library’s manager, said she thinks it is great what the SWAT
team will be doing for the library.

There is so little space in the Belmar Public Library, they are always looking for ways to expand on what is
there, Ms. Korbelak said.

The SWAT team is expected to come to the library on July 23.

Ms. Korbelak said although the library is unsure what state the lower level will be in at that time, they hope
the SWAT team can provide some guidance on what to do down there.
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